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A Diving Slurs- Deep Opening: Keep this as warm as possible. Resonance is the most important.
The air is constant- Don't think of changing it, as much as continuing it flowing.
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B Switchbacks in and out of the valve- Try these as lyrical as possible, without pushing the air.

Keep the flow natural and relaxed.
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C Stairtrap Patterns- Practice these twice at least, once slurred, and once with legato tongue.
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247 D Diving Slurs in 6ths. Play with a warm sound and strive for a solid core in your buzz throughout.
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71 E Godslurs- Don't allow accents to occur on the triplets. Blow through them loosely.
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Corner Check- You can't just learn how to blast pedal range. You have to practice controlling
it. These will really test your mental and embouchure agility in this range.79
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397 G Tongue Repeater- Basement addition- Make sure your sustain is like a legato slur, and slowly
allow your tongue to interrupt the air. Transition to articulated notes towards the end.
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Blossom Dives (deep) - Try and keep the air going from cool to warm as you dive, but
don't let up on it. Keep the buzz going, and don't release your corners.
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Cross Slurs: These should be kept flowing as much as possible, with a sustain and
reactive sustain. Don't 'grip' the mouthpiece as much as you can. Keep things relaxed
and flowing.129
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J V Slurs: Use the movement of the slide to assist your dive into the lower range.
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